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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Residential Internet connections are susceptible to weathercaused outages: Lightning and wind cause local power failures, direct lightning strikes destroy equipment, and water
in the atmosphere degrades satellite links. Outages caused
by severe events such as fires and undersea cable cuts are often reported upon by operators and studied by researchers.
In contrast, outages cause by ordinary weather are typically
limited in scope, and because of their small scale, there has
not been comparable effort to understand how weather affects everyday last-mile Internet connectivity.
We design and deploy a measurement tool called ThunderPing that measures the connectivity of residential Internet hosts before, during, and after forecast periods of severe
weather. ThunderPing uses weather alerts from the US National Weather Service to choose a set of residential host addresses to ping from several vantage points on the Internet.
We then process this ping data to determine when hosts lose
connectivity, completely or partially, and categorize whether
these failures occur during periods of severe weather or when
the skies are clear. In our preliminary results, we find that
compared to clear weather, failures are four times as likely
during thunderstorms and two times as likely during rain.
We also find that the duration of weather induced outages
is relatively small for a satellite provider we focused on.

Last-mile residential Internet links are increasingly relied upon, even for emergency communication. Yet despite
their apparent reliability on temperate days, network links
are somewhat more prone to failure during times of severe
weather. Branches may fall on telephone wires or power
lines, and lightning strikes interfere with wireless transmissions and can destroy antenna towers.
Researchers have studied the Internet-wide effects of large
scale outages, including undersea cable cuts [1] and terrorist
attack [2]. Large-scale failures cause the Internet to fall
back to large-scale redundancy: alternate geographic paths
that absorb the load. Residential Internet connectivity, in
contrast, lacks similar redundancy.
In this paper, we present a preliminary study into the
prevalence of weather-related residential Internet outages in
the United States. Our broader goal is to understand the
factors involved in day-to-day network reliability, including
aspects inherent to link type (e.g., wireless or cable), geography (a hurricane zone), or, when possible, the ISP itself.
We focus on the US in this work because of the diversity of
weather and the availability of a feed of weather alerts and
coverage by Internet-accessible weather stations.
We find that compared to clear weather, failures are four
times more likely during thunderstorms and two times more
likely during rain. We expect that failures during clear
weather are a baseline, typically indicating hosts that are
powered off by users. We also observed that the failures
for a satellite ISP that we studied tend to be shorter during thunderstorms than they are in clear conditions. Our
dataset is available on the project website1 .
There are limitations to our study. First, we do not (yet)
isolate weather-related power failures from network failures.
Although the ISP should not be blamed for the failure, the
effect (to us and to the user) is likely the same. Second, we
do not (robustly) distinguish between actions of individuals
from network failures that affect many hosts: For example,
people may turn off their computers (and home routers).
Further, they may be more likely to power down if they believe doing so will protect them from unstable power during
a lightning storm. Third, we use scalable, but imprecise
reports of weather and of host location to find correlations
between both. As such, this work is preliminary, but shows
promise in understanding the susceptibility of various networks to varied weather events in practice.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the design of our measurement tool, ThunderPing,
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<title>Severe Weather Statement issued May 12 at 4:46PM CDT
expiring May 12 at 5:15PM CDT by NWS GreenBay
http://www.crh.noaa.gov/grb/</title>
<summary>...A SEVERE THUNDERSTORM WARNING REMAINS IN EFFECT
FOR CENTRAL WAUPACA AND NORTHWESTERN OUTAGAMIE COUNTIES
UNTIL 515 PM CDT... AT 443 PM CDT...NATIONAL WEATHER
SERVICE DOPPLER RADAR INDICATED A SEVERE THUNDERSTORM
CAPABLE OF PRODUCING QUARTER SIZE HAIL...AND DAMAGING
WINDS IN EXCESS OF 60 MPH. THIS STORM WAS LOCATED 7 MILES
NORTH OF NEW LONDON...OR 20 MILES NORTHEAST OF
WAUPACA...MOVING</summary>
<cap:effective>2011-05-12T16:46:00-05:00</cap:effective>
<cap:expires>2011-05-12T17:15:00-05:00</cap:expires>
<cap:urgency>Immediate</cap:urgency>
<cap:severity>Severe</cap:severity>
<cap:certainty>Observed</cap:certainty>
<cap:geocode><valueName>FIPS6</valueName>
<value>055087 055135</value></cap:geocode>

Figure 1: Example XML entry for a weather alert
for two counties in Wisconsin. Some XML entries
omitted for brevity.
which collects reachability samples for hosts before, during,
and after severe weather events. Section 3 describes our
analysis of the data to observe failures. Section 4 presents
our preliminary results. We conclude with a discussion of
the implications of this work and describe our future work
in Section 5.

2.

MEASURING THE RESPONSIVENESS OF
INTERNET HOSTS DURING WEATHER

We developed ThunderPing to test our hypothesis that
weather affects the performance of residential Internet connections, measured by connectivity, loss rate, and latency.
In this section, we describe the design of ThunderPing. At
a high level, ThunderPing listens for severe weather alerts
issued by the US National Weather Service (NWS). When
one is issued, ThunderPing finds IP addresses in the area
covered by the alert and uses ten geographically distributed
PlanetLab hosts to ping those addresses every eleven minutes for up to six hours before, during, and six hours after
the alert. Because we are interested in distinguishing network failure from network congestion, ThunderPing retries
a lost ping at most ten times, if it has seen a successful ping
in a prior interval.

2.1 Finding IP addresses subject to weather
The first problem to address is to find residential network
IP addresses in a geographic region that can be matched to
a US National Weather Service alert. We select IP addresses
by a scan of the reverse DNS space, classify each IP address
as residential by DNS suffix (domain), and determine their
approximate location by the MaxMind GeoIP database.
The focused scan of reverse DNS records proceeds as follows. First we choose three IP addresses, ending in .1, .44, or
.133 from every possible /24 block, and query for the name of
each. If any of the three have a name matching a well-known
US residential ISP, such as comcast.net or verizon.net, we
determine all the names of all the IP addresses in the block
and include the addresses with matching names. This approach is comparable to that used to study residential Internet connections in prior work [3, 13]. From this method,
we discovered 100,799,297 US residential IP addresses.
The US National Weather Service provides an XML feed
of the latest severe weather alerts for regions in the US [7].

An example alert appears in Figure 1. The regions under
alert are listed by FIPS code, which is a numeric code for
each county in the US. The FIPS code for Los Angeles, for
example, is 06037. We consider all weather alerts including “watches,” which indicate conditions conducive to severe
weather, and “warnings,” which indicate that severe weather
has been observed.
To link IP addresses to the FIPS codes used in weather
alerts requires IP geolocation. We used MaxMind’s GeoIP [5]
database to determine an estimate of the latitude and longitude of each IP, and the US Census Bureau’s county border
data file2 to determine the FIPS county location for any IP
address.
We use MaxMind’s database because of its availability
and the potential to determine the location of every possible residential IP address. Researchers have questioned
its accuracy [9], and have developed probing-based methods
for positioning Internet hosts [10, 12] that seem impractical
for locating 100 million hosts. Clearly, improved IP geolocation methods would yield more precision to the location
and might lend more accuracy to our analysis. We expect,
however, that precision in geolocation would have limited
benefit because weather alerts are provided on the scale of a
county and because weather does not respect city or county
boundaries.
After an alert comes in, we pick 100 IP addresses from
every provider and link type (when embedded in the DNS
name) in each FIPS-coded region in the alert. We identify a
provider and link type by the DNS name without numbers
(e.g., pool----.sangtx.dsl-w.verizon.net ).

2.2 Pinging (residential IPs) in the rain
Testing our hypothesis that weather affects the Internet
is difficult because weather’s effect on the connectivity of
Internet hosts may be hidden by congestion, outages at the
source, or other network events.

2.2.1 Ping infrequently
Internet measurement traffic has a tendency to generate
reports of network abuse from recipients of unsolicited traffic. We send typical ICMP echo messages with an identifying
payload as infrequently as possible.
We follow the inter-ping interval chosen by Heidemann et
al. in their Internet census. [4]. They surveyed the occupancy of IP addresses on the Internet on the scale of tens
of minutes. They reported that they could send pings at an
interval of 5 minutes without generating any abuse reports.
For their surveys they pinged IP addresses for several weeks
at an 11 minute interval without generating many abuse reports, so we do the same.

2.2.2 Omit needless pings
In addition to sending more probes to determine if a host
is down, ThunderPing must cull the set of observed hosts
during a weather alert to include only those that respond
to pings. Otherwise, the pinger would waste time pinging
addresses that either are not assigned to a host or have a host
that is not awake for the weather event. We implement a
simple timeout: If after an hour (five pings from ten vantage
points) a response is not heard from the host, then it is no
longer pinged for that weather alert.
2
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Figure 2: Hosts may not respond to the first ping.
The lower graph shows the conditional probability
that a host first replies to ping x, given that it does
not reply to any of the pings preceding x. The upper
graph shows the fraction of hosts (in log scale) that
first reply to ping x. The gray lines indicate the ping
interval when all ten vantage points are operational.

2.2.3 One vantage point is not enough
ThunderPing distinguishes between faults in the middle
and faults at the endpoint, the observed host, by simultaneously pinging from several vantage points. The responsiveness of the host is not determined by any individual vantage
point, but by agreement between the vantage points. For the
experiment in this paper we used ten PlanetLab machines
as vantage points: Ten permitted some to fail occasionally
while giving each IP address a good chance of demonstrating
availability even during partial outages.

2.2.4 One ping is not enough
Pings can be lost: A single failed ping is not convincing evidence of a host being unavailable. Clearly, then, a
failed ping must be followed up to test whether the failure
is transient or persistent. ThunderPing vantage points retry
a failed ping up to ten times, doubling the interval between
each attempt to avoid flooding the host.
The short-term retry of a failed ping is important beyond
the simple reaction to background loss: because of a nuance
in ARP, at least a second ping is necessary to determine
whether a host is up. When a packet reaches a router that
does not have an ARP table entry for the next hop (in our
case, likely the destination) IP address, the ARP RFC [8]
states that the router should drop the packet and send an
ARP request instead. We confirmed that Cisco’s IOS follows
this behavior. This means if you only send one ping to an
IP, if there are any expired ARP entries along the path,
the packet will be dropped. However, we also observed that
the default behavior of Cisco IOS is to attempt to refresh
an ARP entry as soon as it expires, which mitigates the
problem.
In our dataset, if a host does not respond to the first
ping, the first reply is most likely to come from the second
ping. For the 1,240,114 hosts that reply to pings within
one hour of receiving pings, the bottom of Figure 2 shows

the conditional probability that a host first replies to ping
request x, given that it does not reply to any of the ping
requests preceding x. The conditional probability for the
second ping is at least 2.3x the conditional probability for
all pings preceding ping 41. For the remaining pings (4164), fewer than 0.5% of the hosts that respond in one hour
remain. The expected conditional probability at the right
edge of the graph, when there are few hosts remaining, is to
increase until the 64th ping where all remaining hosts reply.
This is because the graph is constrained to show only those
addresses that responded to at least one of the 64 pings.
The hosts that do not reply to the first few pings, but still
reply within the first hour, appear to come online at a random time during the hour. The data indicate this because
the conditional probability is consistent after the third ping
and it peaks every ping interval. When all ten (occasionally
11) vantage points are operational, all ten ping once every 11
minutes: the first vantage point to ping during each epoch
is more likely to discover a newly-online host.
The apparent importance of the second ping might be
an artifact of our measurement setup. However, we examined the data to filter out hosts that might be biased by
the measurement setup. In particular, we noticed that as a
source sends a long sequence of pings to various hosts, a suffix of this sequence sometimes receives no responses. Pings
in that suffix may fail to be transmitted due to overload at
the PlanetLab source, or fail to traverse the network past
some buffer. In response, we observe whether the sequence
of pings has a failed suffix and filter out hosts pinged in that
suffix for this analysis.

2.3 Potential sources of error
A source of error for our probing would be when a host
appears to have failed, but in reality, its DHCP lease just
ran out and it was given a new address. From correlating
Hotmail identities to IP addresses for one month of data,
Xie et al. [13] report that for SBC, one of the largest DSL
providers in the US, most users retained the same IP for
one to three days. For Comcast, one of the largest cable
providers in the US, they report that 70% of IP addresses
do not change for users within a month-long trace. This
stability suggests that the addresses of responsive hosts will
not be reassigned in a way that would suggest failure during
weather events.

3. ANALYZING THE PINGS
The severe weather forecasts and geolocation to IP addresses derived in the previous section permit ThunderPing
to observe residential hosts before, during, and after weather
events. There are two remaining tasks, however: first to determine the actual weather during the instrumentation, and
second to interpret the ping data to decide whether a host
or set of hosts failed. We discuss each in turn.

3.1 The weather at a host during a ping
The NWS and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
administer approximately 900 Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS)3 weather stations at airports in the US.
These stations provide hourly weather measurements, primarily for pilots, in METAR format. Beyond the basic wind,
pressure, and rainfall sensors, ASOS stations include a Light
3
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Table 1: Summary of a small portion of the data collected by ThunderPing. For a sample of providers, the
number of IP addresses pinged, the number that are ever seen alive, as well as the number of IP addresses
that transition at least once from up to down and up to hosed. The next row is the number of airports that
the alive IPs map to. The final five rows are the average time (in hours) ThunderPing pings an IP address
during each weather condition.
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Figure 3:
During heavy thunderstorms reported
at KTUP airport in Tupelo, Mississippi at 3:16AM
on April 27th, 2011, ten vantage points (y-axis) saw
Comcast cable customer 75.66.230.135 go down for
7.6 hours. A • represents a ping with a response, a ×
represents a ping that timed out. At this time, eight
other Comcast customers near this airport failed.
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Figure 4: We also observed hosts enter a state of
partial responsiveness. In this state, the host intermittently responds to pings. CenturyLink DSL
customer 209.206.208.59 goes into a partial responsiveness state for 37 minutes during heavy thunderstorms reported at KSTP in St Paul, Minnesota at
6:30AM on May 9th, 2011.

Emitting Diode Weather Indicator (LEDWI) that measures
the type (Rain, Hail, Snow) and density of precipitation.
Most stations also have antennas that measure lightning
strikes. Weather Underground provides an archive of the
hourly METAR readings from many ASOS stations [11]. We
do not use the larger network of older AWOS weather stations because some do not have the LEDWI sensor, which
provides data we consider important.
We interpret the ping data to classify a host into three
states: up, where most pings receive responses, hosed where
few pings receive responses, and down where none of the
pings receive responses. The task is to identify when hosts
transition between these states and to correlate those transitions with the current weather conditions for the IP address.
The transition rules are as follows. up to down occurs
as soon as all vantage points report failure (Figure 3). We
intend for down to represent a complete lack of responsiveness, and we do not assume a short interval of failed pings
represents a failed host. A down to up transition occurs as
soon as all active vantage points agree that the host is up.
These are the simple transitions, but these rules permit
an intermediate state. The hosed state represents a situation in which fewer than half of the pings see responses:
The host is not entirely down, but there is something going on (Figure 4). To identify these transitions, we slide a
window of three pings from every vantage point (30 pings

total) across time. To enter hosed, more than half (but not
all) of the pings in the sliding window must fail. To leave
hosed, more than half of the pings must succeed. The sliding window prevents short periods of up-like responsiveness
from splitting an interval of hosed-state behavior. Because
ThunderPing retries pings that fail, the hosed state will be
found quickly: much more quickly than three ping intervals.
We have not observed oscillations between up and hosed
when loss rates are near 50%, perhaps because this is rare.
To handle vantage point failure, we exclude those that
fail from the unanimous voting for up or down. In our experiments, when vantage points fail they are automatically
replaced, though we developed the analysis to work despite
up to four failures at once.

0

2

0

4. RESULTS
We collected pings with ThunderPing for 66 days, between
April 27th, 2011 and August 1st, 2011. Table 1 shows a summary of the observations. ThunderPing pings IP addresses
at providers only if a weather alert is issued for an area in
which the provider has customers. Because both weather
and ISPs are regional, the IP addresses of some providers
will spend different amounts of time in each condition.
Although we probed customers of many providers, in this
analysis we focus on relatively large providers where the cus-
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Figure 5: The rate of up to down failures relative to the total failure rate for each provider. Weather affects
the failure rate for all types of links, and for all selected providers.
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Figure 6: The normalized rate of correlated up to down failures. Thunderstorms appear to affect the failure
rate for all types of links and providers.
tomer’s link type is known and easy to identify in their
reverse DNS names. We avoid providers that offer various link types but do not include that information in their
DNS names. We chose three prominent cable providers:
Charter, Comcast, and Cox; six DSL providers: Ameritech,
CenturyLink, MegaPath, Speakeasy, Windstream and Verizon DSL; and two uncommon link types: the rural satellite
provider WildBlue, and Verizon’s fiber optic service.

4.1 Weather affects residential Internet
To understand the effect of weather on the Internet we
found the transitions from up to down for all IP addresses
broken down by provider. To isolate failures that are severe (longer than a few minutes) and not caused by human
behavior (e.g., turning a computer off for at least 8 hours
at night4 ) we plot transitions where the IP address is unresponsive for more than 30 minutes but less than 8 hours.
Then, we total up the time that each provider experiences
each type of weather. The failure rate is the number of up to
down transitions divided by the total time each IP address
observed each weather condition.
Figure 5 depicts the failure rate for each weather condition, relative to the total failure rate for that provider. This
normalization allows us to observe the effect that weather
has on the different providers, and compare the effect across
4

In our dataset, most up to down transitions occur at
10 PM local time, with an average down time of 12 hours.

providers. During thunderstorms the failure rate more than
doubles compared to clear for most providers across all link
types. For example, the failure rate for Comcast (cable)
during thunderstorms is 3.58 times the failure rate in clear
weather; for the least affected DSL provider the failure rate
is 3.21 times higher than clear. As expected, due to rain fade
of their Ka band (30 GHz) signal, rain appears to double the
failure of the satellite provider WildBlue, but surprisingly an
increased failure rate appears across providers. We address
the outlying reliability of Cox during thunderstorms in the
following section.
In Figure 6, we perform the same analysis for correlated
failures. We define a correlated failure as a failure where
at least one other host from the same provider, located near
the same airport where we measure the weather, 5.5 minutes
before and after the failure (one ping interval). Selecting
failures that are correlated in time attempts to choose those
that are caused by factors beyond the user’s control: individual people may turn off their computer independently,
but are unlikely to do so simultaneously, while a network
outage may affect more than one customer. In this plot, the
effect of weather is even more evident than when looking
across all failures. During thunderstorms, several providers
have about five times the clear correlated failure rate.

4.2 Duration of failures
Failures of the rural satellite provider WildBlue are relatively short compared to the other providers we observed
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Figure 7: CDF of the time down after transitioning
from up in clear conditions. Some providers stay
down longer than others and it does not appear to
be related to link type.

Figure 8: CDF of the time down after transitioning
from up during thunderstorms. Surprisingly, the
satellite provider’s failures are shorter than in clear
conditions.

(Figure 7). A likely explanation for this is that bursty outages caused by weather and atmospheric conditions are a
common failure for Ka band satellite networks [6]. Our
dataset confirms this hypothesis, WildBlue has the shortest
median duration of failures as well as the shortest median
time between failures.
As expected, in clear conditions, failures of a satellite
provider are bursty, but in a thunderstorm, failures could
be much longer. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the time
hosts are down after a failure during thunderstorms. Surprisingly, however, the time between failures for WildBlue
appear to be shorter in thunderstorms than they are in clear
conditions. Long failures also do not occur for a large portion of the WildBlue IPs observed. Of the 2,833 WildBlue
IPs that fail at least once in thunderstorms, only 14% fail
at least once for at least 3 hours, compared to 54% for the
1,121 Windstream IPs.
In the failure rate plot, Figure 6, Cox has correlated failures that do not seem to be related to weather. Cox has
a significant fraction of transitions that last 0.8 hours. We
observed a large correlated failure of 68 Cox customers with
the reverse name mta*.mm.br.br.cox.net where the numbers
appear to be a MAC address. The MAC address manufacturer is Arris equipment, and their E-MTA product is a cable
modem and VoIP endpoint. This model of modems has a
battery backup to provide voice service even if the power
goes out. Considering that all 68 failed at night (12:40AM)
at the same time, during clear weather at their closest airport KDTS, this seems likely to be a provider caused outage,
possibly a firmware update.

see this as a promising preliminary analysis into the typical
causes of everyday Internet unavailability.
We plan to continue this study by addressing sources of
potential inaccuracy. We chose our location database for its
ability to quickly position 100 million host IP addresses so
that we might determine which to ping, but after data collection, we might need accurate positions of only the 129,631
that showed faults. Such may permit the use of more precise
methods after-the-fact. Increased precision in IP positioning
would demand increased precision in weather observations.
The weather observed at an airport might not be observed
just a few miles away. We would like to augment these
surface measurements with more precise weather location
and precipitation density information from Doppler radar.
(Radar images on television that include precipitation type
are a similar synthesis of surface observations of the precipitation type and the radar image showing precipitation
location, but are not provided by NWS.)
We would also like to identify whether observed failures
are indeed in the “last mile” network or are instead in a
backhaul network. We expect that intermittent TTL-limited
probing may help identify at least some upstream faults,
depending on the network technology deployed.
We expect that additional data will enable study of how
weather-induced outages depend, not just on the currently
active condition, but also on measurable quantities, such as
the duration of a storm, the inches of precipitation, or wind
speed.
Finally, we would like to expand the study beyond the
United States; the key stumbling point is in finding standardized, location-specific forecast data like that provided
by NWS and a public network of standardized sensors, comparable to ASOS, that includes the precipitation type sensor.

5.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a preliminary study of failures during fairly
typical weather events. Despite the short measurement duration of 66 days, for the large providers discussed in the results we observed the failures of 65,529 distinct IP addresses
(23,957 more went hosed) and observed significant correlation between severe weather and unreachability, even when
looking only for simultaneous failures of nearby hosts. We
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